For certain pointwise dual ergodic transformations T we prove almost sure convergence of the log-averages
I. Introduction
Let (ß, «^, m, T) be a conservative, ergodic infinite measure preserving dynamical system, where m is a nonatomic, rr-finite, infinite measure.
For a measurable function / denote Snf=J2f°Tk. k=l We are interested in the behaviour of sums of the form I \ ) ! V^ $nf _ I A 1 A r 0 jk 1 ' log N ¿-^ nain) log N ¿" nain) 6
for some (and hence all) functions f £ Li im) and
logain)f^aik)J
In particular, we are interested in situations where these averages converge to J f for every / G L+im), for some sequence of normalizing constants ¿j(«) . Not every conservative, ergodic measure preserving transformation has this property (see [2, §2; 8, Proposition 2.7] ).
Examples where the log-averages converge have been given in [4, 8] (compare also [7] ). Chung and Erdös [5, Theorem 6] proved that the Chung-Erdös averages converge for any conservative, ergodic Markov shift.
In this paper, we consider the convergence of the averages for pointwise dual ergodic transformations T [2, §1] . Denote by T the dual operator of T : The proofs of these propositions are elementary and left to the reader. In §2 we prove second order ergodic theorems for log-averages (1). The method of proof uses an estimate of the variances of ( 1 ) in terms of (4) <B(Af,e) = supj fnJE)-l<n<Nx~E\ (N>l,e>0).
We show in Theorem 1 that ( 1 ) converges in measure on sets of finite measure if for any e > 0, <P(A/, e) -> 0 as N -► oo . Moreover, imposing logarithmic rates in this convergence (specfically, condition (*) in Theorem 2) and a logarithmic asymptotic error in (3) for suitable /'s, we obtain a.s. convergence for the log-averages ( 1 ) in Theorem 2. The conditions on <P(A7, e) are always satisfied if the return sequence (û(n))">i is regularly varying with positive index. The "asymptotic error" condition always holds for Markov shifts. The theorem of Chung and Erdös states that for Markov chains the averages (2) converge to / f dm a.s., and hence by Proposition 1, also the log-averages converge a.s., if the return sequence is regularly varying with positive index. In fact, we show in §2 that a.s. convergence holds for certain slowly varying sequences a(n)'. This implies that there are Markov shifts for which the log-averages converge a.s., though this cannot be deduced from the convergence of the Chung-Erdös averages by Proposition 1.
As another application of Theorem 2 we obtain that number-theoretical transformations in the sense of Thaler [ 10] have convergent log-averages when the return sequence a(«) satisfies (*).
The conclusion of Theorem 2 also applies to the shifts of Markov processes that are recurrent in the sense of Harris, and whose return sequences satisfy
The method of proof for the result of Chung and Erdös is a cancellation argument. A similar argument is used in §3 to show a.s. convergence in (2) for the real restrictions of conservative, Lebesgue measure preserving, odd inner functions of the upper half-plane.
Log-AVERAGES
In this section let T denote a pointwise dual ergodic transformation on the nonatomic, a -finite, infinite measure space (R,&", m). Then there exists a set A £ ¡F of measure one and a sequence ïï(«) such that We now state our theorems for log-averages. There are Markov shifts with slowly varying return sequences satisfying (12). For these Markov shifts, the log-averages converge a.e. by Corollary 1. On the other hand, it can be seen easily that if T is a Markov shift with return sequence log N, then the log-averages do not converge in measure.
Remark 2. Suppose that T is a number-theoretical transformation in the sense of Thaler [10] . Then (see [3] ) T is pointwise dual ergodic, and, indeed, there is a set A of measure one such that for all p, n > 1
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use uniformly on A , where ep = 0(6^) for some 6 < 1. Suppose that this is the case with ep = 0((logp)~s) and that a(n) satisfies (*). Then loga(«) > (e/2) log« for n large, where e is as in (*). 
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(13) ti na^ tn ma^ to < (1 + supß"))ie + Q>iN, e) + (log A)"')(l + log A) log A. log N ¿^ nain) n=l in probability with respect to m restricted to the set A . The theorem then follows from general arguments. The convergence of ( 14) in probability on A is equivalent to the fact that every subsequence contains a further subsequence Nj so that (14) converges along this subsequence a.s. on A . But the set of convergence is /"-invariant as is the limit, and so by ergodicity this convergence is to 1 a.s. with respect to m, and hence the convergence in (14) is in measure on any set of finite measure. In order to obtain the statement for arbitrary /el|(m) apply Hopfs Ergodic Theorem to every a.s. convergent subsequence.
Proof of Theorem 2. The proof is similar to that one of Theorem 1. i.e., p is singular with respect to the one-dimensional Lebesgue measure. An inner function is called odd if r(-x) = -7"(x) (x G ZR), or equivalently: ß = 0 and p is symmetric, i.e., piA) = pi-A) for A c IR, see [I, §2] . In this section we shall assume that T is odd and we shall consider the dynamical system defined by T on the real line IR. Moreover, we shall assume that a = 1, since in this case the Lebesgue measure X on IR is an invariant measure (see [9] ). 
Jr
In the subsequent proof we shall make use of the following fact about the relation of T and <pz. Lemma 6 [9] . Denote by Pz the Cauchy distribution with density cpz. Then Note that r(/JR+) C HR+ . Therefore we can define c" by T"ii) = c"i. It is not hard to see that c" T oo and indeed that c" » \fh~ (see [1] ). Then by (19) and ( as n -> 00 , and is a-1-regularly varying. Since 1 < a < 2, £">. è^"1 = 00, whence T is conservative and the return sequence satisfies (by (17), (18), and (24))
^
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In order to obtain the proposition from the last statement, let 0 < y < 1/2 and a v-regularly varying sequence bin) be given. Define a = yrr; G (1,2), and set y/(x) = nil -a-l)all" License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
